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Introduction
The Alden Central School District’s COVID-19 Health and Safety Reopening Plan establishes and
explains the necessary policies, practices and conditions necessary to meet the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) and
New York State Education Department (NYSED) guidelines for COVID-19, the State’s “New York
Forward” guidelines, along with federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
standards related to employee safeguards and potential exposure to COVID-19. As the health
and safety of district students and staff is our top priority, the plan has a strong commitment to
those measures. It is important to note that as information and needs change the document
will need to be updated. The district will make necessary additions/deletions in a timely
manner and update this document for its stakeholders to view.
The reopening plan is divided into logical categories following the NYSED document Recovering,
Rebuilding and Renewing: The Spirit of New York’s Schools Reopening Guidance, and is subject
to change as guidance and regulations change. Each category contains guidance, procedures,
protocols, and/or other measures which explain practices that need to be considered in order
to maximize the health and safety of students and staff. The categories are as follows:
•

Communication/Family and Community Engagement

•

Health and Safety

•

Facilities

•

Child Nutrition

•

Transportation

•

Social Emotional Well Being

•

School Schedules

•

Attendance and Chronic Absenteeism

•

Technology and Connectivity

•

Teaching and Learning

•

Special Education

•

English as a New Language and World Languages

•

Teacher and Principal Evaluation

•

Substitute/Incidental/Student Teaching
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Communication/Family and Community Engagement
General Information
The district will utilize numerous communication channels to inform parents, students,
teachers, administrators, support staff and the community in general of procedures and
protocols with respect to the COVID-19 pandemic. The most highly utilized mode of
communication is our email and text message mass communication system, Blackboard
Connect. The system sends our email, text message, and voice mail alerts, usually pointing
to an explanatory document or letter on the school district website. The school website
(www.aldenschools.org) is the primary repository for letters, documents, event headlines,
frequently asked questions, and general information about the district and each school
building. The website has a dedicated page to all correspondence, sorted chronologically,
regarding the coronavirus pandemic. A separate dedicated webpage link contains guidance
documents released by the Department of Health, New York State Education Department,
Governor’s Office, and the Center for Disease Controls.
Accommodations for vulnerable students and staff with underlying medical conditions or
who have household members with underlying health conditions will be made to the extent
practicable. The Alden Central School District Medical Director will coordinate with the
medical providers of families and staff members seeking accommodations.
Families should contact the school nurse to initiate the discussion which may result in an
individualized Health Care Plan to address the following:
● How does the medial condition create a limitation?
● How will the requested accommodation address the limitation?
● Is there another form of accommodation that could effectively address the request in
a less restrictive manner?
● How will the proposed accommodation enable the student to continue participation in
school?
Employees seeking medical accommodations should contact their supervisor to initiate the
discussion. Alden CSD will follow ADA guidance:
● How does the disability create a limitation?
● How will the requested accommodation address the limitation?
● Is there another form of accommodation that could effectively address the request?
● How will the proposed accommodation enable the employee to continue performing
the essential function of their job?
● Is the requested accommodation reasonable or will it create an undue hardship?
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Parent & Student Notification
The district will provide guidance to parents and students with the following information
regarding COVID-19 (Communications will be provided in languages spoken among families and
throughout the school community as needed.):
o When/how long to stay home from class/other activities if they are sick?
o What they should do if exposure is suspected and what will happen if a
student tests positive?
o How student health will be screened and monitored?
o What to do if they suspect someone else may be sick?
o When and how they will be permitted to return to campus, including any
new procedures, updates to timing, etc.?
o What will happen if there is a case within the district?
o How a school closure will be handled, including what the criteria for deciding
to close campus will be?
o What additional measures students in vulnerable populations should take
and/or what additional options they have?
o What the new social distancing/PPE protocols on campus are and how a
failure to follow these protocols will be handled?
Faculty & Staff Notification
The district will provide guidance to faculty and staff with the following information
regarding COVID-19:
o When/how long to stay home from work if they are sick?
o What they should do if exposure is suspected and what will happen if an employee
tests positive?
o How employee health will be screened and monitored?
o What to do if they suspect someone else may be sick?
o When and how they will be permitted to return to work, including any new
procedures, updates to timing, etc.?
o What will happen if there is a case within the district?
o How a school closure will be handled, including what the criteria for deciding to
close campus will be?
o What additional measures employees in vulnerable populations should take and/or
what additional options they have?
o What the social distancing/PPE protocols on campus are and how a failure to follow
these protocols will be handled?
o How workspaces/classrooms/common areas will be cleaned/disinfected?
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Community Stakeholder Involvement in the Planning Process- Timeline

Date
6/10/20 –
6/19/20
6/29/20

Meeting/Event

7/1/20

Regional Survey Open for Data
Collection
Regional Survey Data Aggregate
Report
Alden CSD Disaggregated Survey
Data
Administrative Planning Meeting

7/2/20

Alden CSD BOE Meeting

7/13/20

NYSED Board of Regents
Information Review

7/14/20

Administrative Planning Meeting
Grades 6-12

7/14/20

Administrative Planning Meeting
Grades Pre K-5

7/20/20

Administrative Planning Meeting

7/27/20

Stakeholder Review and Feedback

7/1/20

Persons Present/Representing
Erie 1 BOCES 17 component district communities
Erie 1 BOCES 17 component district communities issued a public
report of aggregate data
Alden CSD Disaggregated Survey Data posted to the district web
site
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District Finance- Paul Karpik
District CIO/Technology- Frank Rizzo
District Title 1D/Incarcerated Youth- Nancy Rusinski
District Transportation- Debbie Hoffman
District Food Service- Anita Trautwein
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden High School- Kevin Ryan
Alden Middle School- Steve Smith
Alden Intermediate School-John Mikulski
Alden Primary School- Mike Stepnick
Alden CSD Disaggregated Survey Data reviewed by Alden Board of
Education
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District Finance- Paul Karpik
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden High School- Kevin Ryan
Alden High School- William MacCowan
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District CIO/Technology- Frank Rizzo
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden High School- Kevin Ryan
Alden Middle School- Steve Smith
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
Alden Intermediate School-John Mikulski
Alden Primary School- Mike Stepnick
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District Finance- Paul Karpik
District CIO/Technology- Frank Rizzo
District Transportation- Debbie Hoffman
District Food Service- Anita Trautwein
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden High School- Kevin Ryan
Alden High School- Bill MacCowan
Alden Middle School- Steve Smith
Alden Intermediate School-John Mikulski
Alden Primary School- Mike Stepnick
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District Finance- Paul Karpik
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden Central Schools Employee Association- Julia Lathrop
Alden Central Schools Employee Association - Michelle Horn
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7/27/20

Stakeholder Review and
Feedback- District Student
Achievement Team

CSEA- Jenny Gattuso
Alden Administrative Association- Kevin Ryan
Alden Administrative Association- Steve Smith
Alden Teacher Association- Carrie McMullen
Alden Teacher Association-Heather Stotz
Alden Teacher Association-Heather Stotz
Alden Teacher Association-Linda Pacer
Alden Teacher Association-Lynda Kroese
Alden CSD Related Personnel Association- Sondra Zulewski
Alden CSD Related Personnel Association- Jamie Rapini
Alden CSD Related Personnel Association- Donna Kryzuda
District Leadership- Adam Stoltman
District Finance- Paul Karpik
District CIO/Technology- Frank Rizzo
District Title 1D/Incarcerated Youth- Nancy Rusinski
District Transportation- Debbie Hoffman
District Food Service- Anita Trautwein
District Curriculum/Special Education- Sharon Hance
Alden High School- Bill MacCowan
Al Turton
Jenna Ziegler
Alden Middle School- Steve Smith
Robyn Mendez
Alden Intermediate School-John Mikulski
Kelly Canzonerri
Michelle Mattheus
Alden Primary School- Mike Stepnick
Kristin Stoltman
Tammy Whiteford
Parents/Families:
-Molly Bauer
-Kathy Jagierski
-Stephanie Cotton
Higher Education Representative- Kris Schindler
Alden Support Personnel:
-Brenda LaBar
-Jamie Rapini
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Health and Safety
As plans for reopening were being developed, the health and safety of our students, staff and
community were a priority. After reviewing the New York State Department of Health Interim Guidance
for In-Person Instruction At Pre-K To Grade 12 Schools During The Covid-19 Public Health Emergency as
well as guidance from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and in consultation with our school medical
provider, the following plans have been made. This plan documents efforts to understand and meet the
two requirements outlined in that document: 1). the monitoring of health conditions, and 2).
containment of potential transmission of the 2019 novel coronavirus (COVID-19) during reopening and
operating during the COVID-19 public health emergency.
Safety Drills
Required safety drills will be performed in conjunction with social distancing to mitigate the spread of
infectious diseases within reason. Buildings will consider the following as all required drills are planned
and conducted:
o Drills should test the capacity of all involved in emergency response, highlighting buildinglevel cooperation between schools, police and first responders.
o Drills should be treated as real emergencies, with full and serious participation from all
participants, including administrators, teachers, students and first responders. Note that
the use of hybrid instructional approaches will require specific plans to ensure each
cohort participates in drills.
o Drills should be practiced frequently, in a realistic manner, such as during lunch, recess or
when the school principal is away from the building. Drills shouldn’t be scheduled based
on when it is most convenient or least disruptive.
o Debriefings can be held with teachers and students in classrooms or in all-staff and faculty
meetings.
o Drills should be thoroughly evaluated, and input should be collected from various drill
participants. Mistakes or inconsistencies during drills are learning opportunities and can
help improve future response. Many safety experts say the most important part of any
drill is the discussion and updated action plan that follows.
Health Protocols
The district will provide and maintain adequate supplies to support healthy hand and respiratory
hygiene, including soap, hand sanitizer with at least 60 percent alcohol (for staff and older students who
can safely use hand sanitizer), paper towels, tissues, and lined trash receptacles.
o Face Coverings
• According to Executive Order 202.17, any individual who is over age two (2) and
able to medically tolerate a face-covering shall be required to cover their nose and
mouth with a mask or cloth face-covering when in a public place and unable to
maintain, or when not maintaining, social distance. Staff and students (except
identified students and staff who have been medically excused) are required to
wear acceptable face coverings whenever they are within six feet of other
students or other staff members.
• The District will provide information to staff and students on proper use, removal,
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•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

and washing of cloth face coverings.
The District will provide employees with an acceptable face covering at no-cost to
the employee. The District encourages employees to use any fabric face coverings
they may have in their possession, due to comfort and availability of disposable
surgical masks at this time. However, masks will be provided by the District as
needed.
Transparent face coverings provide the opportunity for more visual cues and will
be especially considered as an alternative for younger students, students who are
deaf and hard of hearing, and their teachers.
The district may use alternate PPE (i.e., face shields or coverings that are
transparent at or around the mouth) for therapies or interventions that require
visualization of the movement of the lips and/or mouths (e.g. speech therapy).
These alternate coverings may also be used for certain students (e.g. hearing
impaired) that benefit from being able to see more of the employee’s face.
Mask breaks should occur throughout the day. Breaks should occur when
individuals can be six feet apart (ex: outside or with windows open).
Whether this plan indicates a mask does not need to be worn in a given scenario,
all students and employees reserve the right to wear a mask in a situation when
they are not required.
The district will provide students and staff with acceptable face coverings at no
cost, and will maintain an adequate supply of face coverings in case of
replacement. Face coverings must be cleaned or replaced after use or when
damaged or soiled, may not be shared, and should be properly stored or
discarded. Individuals and/or families should frequently wash personal cloth face
coverings.
Disposable surgical masks should be discarded in the trash.
Masks or cloth face-coverings do not need to be worn when:
▪ At least six (6) feet of social distance is able to be maintained or when
barriers are in use.
▪ In-person gatherings when held in an open, well-ventilated space with
appropriate social distancing among participants.
▪ Employees are in their normal workspace while observing social distancing
or working alone within a workspace.
▪ During planned “mask breaks” which are implemented using barriers or
social/physical distancing.
Masks or cloth face-coverings must be worn when:
▪ Any time persons are less than six (6) feet apart from one another.
▪ Upon entry to the building until arriving in your workspace.
▪ While in any common spaces (for example, time clocks at start and end of
shifts, break rooms for lunches and breaks, supply closets, restrooms,
hallways, copier areas, mailboxes, etc…).
▪ When there is more than one occupant in a District vehicle.
Exceptions to mask/face covering requirements will be made for those for whom
it is not possible due to medical conditions, disability impact, or other health or
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safety factors. Families will work with their physicians and the school nurse to
include exceptions in appropriate health care plans. Nurses will communicate
these exceptions to building teachers and administrators.
o Hand Washing
• Teachers and support staff will reinforce proper hand hygiene and
cough/sneeze covering with all students. Educational videos regarding
handwashing, facemask protocol and other public health measures will be
posted on the district web page and made available to students and staff.
• Times should be designated on the schedule to take students out of the
classroom (if a sink is not available in classroom) to wash hands with soap and
water, including, at a minimum:
▪ at the start of the day when children enter the classroom | before
snacks and lunch
▪ after using the toilet or helping a child use a toilet
▪ after sneezing, wiping, and blowing noses
▪ after snacks and lunch, particularly if hands are sticky, greasy, or
soiled
▪ when students come in from outdoor play or recess
Core Health and Safety Principles and Definitions
Responsible Parties and Committed Parties: The Superintendent shall designate Responsible Parties for
the overall school reopening plan.
The School Medical Director who developed this Health Office Management Plan section of the COVID19 Public Health Emergency Response to address the monitoring of health conditions and containment
of potential transmission of COVID-19 in the school setting is an independent consultant who serves the
District at the direction of the Superintendent. The School Medical Director is available to the
Superintendent to offer updated medical information on COVID-19, medical advisories, and interim
medical guidance and medical protocols for nursing staff as more details become available on this novel
virus. The School Medical Director is also available to serve as a member of a school COVID-19 task force
at the request of the Superintendent.
The RN School Nurse serves in the Health Office on-site within buildings as the leader of the school
health services team in the building and directly supervises in some cases LPN, health aides, assistants,
and secretaries in the office. The RN ensures that medical directives, medical advisories, and medical
practices, procedures, and protocols written by the School Medical Director are followed.
o Face Coverings and PPE: All health office staff shall have and wear a face covering at all times
while providing care in the health office. All nursing staff shall be fit tested annually for N95
masks. When N95 masks are made available in sufficient supply for health providers outside of
the hospital setting, the RN or LPN under the direct supervision of an RN providing direct contact
care to students will use an N95 mask. Otherwise, in the absence of N95 masks, RN and LPN
providing direct care may choose to double surgical type masks. All health office staff will have a
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supply of gowns and gloves. The school nurse and LPN, if present, will have goggles and booties
as needed for direct patient care.
All students or staff who enter the health office shall wear a face covering. If they enter the
health office without a face covering, one shall be provided by the school nurse or other health
office staff. Should the individual have a medical exemption from wearing a face-covering, that
individual shall be strictly quarantined while in the health office six-feet away from anyone,
particularly someone who might be ill with COVID-19. The individual will be situated with their
back facing toward and their face away from others. Ideally, they should sit facing a cloth surface
near a ventilated open window in the corner of the office. The nurse should triage them to be
attended to as quickly as possible to get them out of the confined office in an expeditious
fashion. If there are two offices available to the school nurse, a clean office, and a containment
office, the student unable to wear a face-covering should be in the clean office unless the school
nurse has assessed that the individual is a Person Under Investigation (PUI) for COVID-19. In that
case, the person without a mask should stay in the containment room.
o Social Distancing: Every effort shall be made for all students to be kept six-feet apart any time a
student comes to the health office. The floor around the outside door of the Health Office will be
marked with tape or similar substance cordoning off a minimum of three (3) feet on all sides.
Signage stating STOP! WAIT FOR THE NURSE! will be placed on the line. Space markers indicating
six feet distancing will be on the floor for waiting students to stand or appropriately spaced
chairs for them to sit. A monitor, health aide, LPN, or the school nurse will supervise and triage
students outside the health office and return students to class if they do not need to enter the
health office. Typically, the health office door is kept open. However, if the health office is full, a
STOP sign will be placed outside the door, indicating that the school nurse will only manage
emergencies until the health office is cleared. The school nurse will then be called outside of the
health office by the building administrator to attend to the emergency in a different site if the
office is full. When the health office is full, i.e., proper social distancing is physically impossible
inside the health office, the school nurse will notify the building administrator that support is
needed to prevent the office from becoming too crowded to maintain six-feet of physical
distancing.
o Education About Reducing Transmission: The District will promote behaviors to reduce the
spread of COVID-19, including hand hygiene and respiratory etiquette, cloth face coverings,
physical distancing, and staying home when appropriate, through classroom instruction,
guidance, redirection, and reminders. Posters will serve as reminders. The CDC resources for
schools will be strategically placed throughout the buildings. Signage asking visitors not to come
into the building during the COVID-19 will be posted at entrances. Letters home to parents and
posted on the District website before school opens will serve to communicate a spirt of
cooperation using the Governor’s concept of “New York strong and smart.” Parents will be asked
to remind important educational points about health and safety to their children. Signs will be
placed on school buses and outside of buildings asking students and staff not to come to school if
they are ill. Children will not be penalized for not having perfect attendance records. Space
markers separating six-feet space will be placed outside the school building to prevent
congestion at the doors.
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o Health Office Space: Health offices historically are physically small in size. School nurses shall
collaborate with their building administrators before the start of the school year to attempt to
create at least two office spaces during the COVID-19 Pandemic: a clean room and a
“containment” room. The “containment” room would be used for any potentially ill child who
could have an infectious condition, including COVID-19. The clean room would be for routine
matters typically encountered in the school health office, such as daily medications, asthma
treatments, diabetes testing, treatments of bumps, cuts, and bruises, etc. They will also
collaborate on the matter of adult supervision in both rooms at all times.
Both rooms need to be near one another so the health office staff can supervise students in each
room. Both rooms require sinks, windows for ventilation, and supplies appropriate for a health
office. Both rooms require cots for students who need to rest until dismissal by a parent. Both
rooms need a phone for communication within and outside the building. RN is best able to work
with the building administrator to ensure that both rooms are properly set up for smooth
operation before the start of school.
Lacking a separate “containment” room, the health office needs to have the means to cordon off
an area inside the health office, ideally near a window that can be open for ventilation, where an
ill individual may be held until dismissal and decontamination of that space. A room divider that
extends close to the ceiling and floor would be useful and better than curtains. Curtains would be
better than nothing. Proper ventilation by opening windows in the room will be necessary.
Working with building safety directors about the type of filters and how often they need
changing in the health office will be important, especially in health offices where windows are
not present.
The school nurse will measure the health office room(s) before the start of school to determine
the maximum number of students who can safely be distanced six feet apart before the room is
considered full. As stated above, once that space reaches capacity, the nurse shall place a STOP
sign on the door and call the school administrator for assistance. A line of chairs spaced six feet
apart outside the health office might serve as a safer waiting area in that event until assistance
arrives. If the office is full and a child or staff member has an emergency, the nurse would need
to go to the emergency rather than the emergency being brought to the health office.
o In-Person Care: All students or staff entering the health office shall wash their hands or use 60%
or greater hand sanitizer. When a school nurse needs to provide any type of one-on-one medical
care to a student, non-infectious or infectious condition, the nurse will use Standard Precautions,
Judicious Avoidance, a face covering, and meticulous hand washing or 60% alcohol-based hand
sanitizer before and after care. If the suspected infectious condition is COVID-19 and an N95
mask is available, the nurse will don that mask. If one is not available, the nurse may choose to
don two surgical type masks.
For infectious conditions, management will ideally be in a “containment” room. The school nurse
will then don and doff and dispose of proper PPE for the situation at hand.
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Because of the need to separate clean and “containment” rooms, adult supervision will be
needed in both areas at all times. If a containment room is not available, the school nurse will
cordon off a section of the office that is considered contaminated and a clean area. Despite those
designations, both sections require the same care for disinfection and cleaning after use.
However, the containment area will need special cleaning at the end of each night by custodial
staff to include walls, floors, cots, and high touch surfaces as well.
Keeping unnecessary student trips to the health office will be a primary goal to lessen the risk of
spread of infection throughout the building. All teachers will be supplied with a small supply of
bandaids, tooth fairy boxes, feminine hygiene products, etc. that they can use to keep students
within the classroom to the best of their ability. This procedure will reduce students leaving their
cohorts to roam in the hallways.
When a teacher must send a student to the health office, the teacher should call the school
nurse who may choose to come or send a designee to the classroom and triage the student
outside the classroom door. After an initial assessment, the nurse may return the student to the
classroom or take the student to the health office for further assessment, treatment, or dismissal
home.
The District will ask all parents of students on daily medications to discuss dosing schedules with
their private physicians. They should attempt to ascertain whether long-acting medications or
timing of medicines can be altered to allow delivery before and after school rather than requiring
dosing in the middle of the school day to avoid trips to the health office, namely wandering in the
hallways. Regardless, the school nurse will create a safe medication delivery system in a setting
free from potential contamination. If a “clean” room is not available, a medication cart that is
supervised at all times might be set up at critical medication times with a water pitcher and cups
outside the office door. This setup will prevent students from having to enter the health office
that might have ill students awaiting pick up when containment rooms are not available.
Alternately, depending on school configuration and number of medications, the school nurse
may consider taking medications to students and administering it to them outside the classroom
door, assuring the privacy and dignity of the student to the best of their ability.
For non-infectious concerns, the school nurse shall ensure that the non-infected student is
protected from needless exposure to students who are ill in the health office. Students with noninfectious respiratory conditions such as asthma who are on regular inhaler or nebulizer use
need particular attention. Nurses will discuss with parents the importance of checking with
private prescribers whether children are responsible and ready to carry and use medications
independently to avoid trips to the health office needlessly. Students previously on nebulizers
should discuss whether Metered Dose Inhalers (MDI) and spacers during the Pandemic may be a
safer choice rather than coming to the Health Office and using the nebulizer even with their own
tubing and mouthpiece. If students still need to use a nebulizer, nebulizers may not be used in
the same space where there are other individuals. The nebulizer may not be used in either the
clean or containment health office rooms. The nebulizer may cause the COVID-19 virus to persist
in droplets in the air for 1-2 hours or longer. The administration of albuterol via a nebulizer must
be in a location that minimizes exposure to other persons. It must be in a location where air is
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less likely to be recirculated into the general area of use by others. All dependent surfaces in the
area of a nebulizer require disinfection. Ideally, doing the treatment outside, on a porch is best
weather permitting. Lacking that, a small closet area that will not be used for 24 hours is another
option. A school nurse must wear an N95 mask to assist the student with a nebulizer. Proper
handwashing by the student and the nurse before and after the procedure is essential. The nurse
will use standard precautions, don and doff a fit-tested N95 mask, gown, eye protector, and
gloves, and assist the student using judicious avoidance. Following the procedure, the nurse will
decontaminate and disinfect the entire machine and area and dispose of all contaminated
tubing, mouthpiece, and PPE properly. Similar safety procedures shall be applied to students in
need of suctioning during the school day, keeping in mind the risk for aerosolizing of the virus
could cause the persistence of the virus in the air and on surfaces for several hours after the
procedure. Because of the high risk of both of these procedures, if the school nurse is unable to
find a safe location to conduct these procedures, the school nurse will alert the building principal
to consider alternate solutions.
Parents of children with diabetes should discuss whether their children have become
independent or self-directed enough to test in the classroom with minimal assistance from the
classroom teacher to lessen the number of visits to the health office. Lacking that, consideration
might be given to having a nurse or aide go to the student in the classroom rather than having
the student walk in the hallways to go to the health office.
o Fever and Symptom Screenings: All individuals will have a health screening before entering a
school building or boarding a bus. Specifically, parents, legal guardians, and responsible high
school students will complete a remote health screening, including temperature checks for fever
above 100° and answering a questionnaire daily before boarding a bus or entering a building.
For students and staff who are already in school and become ill, school nurses will use the
Fever/Symptom Flowsheet (see Health Office Management plans) for triage.
o Ventilation: Health office doors and windows will be opened to circulate fresh air to the greatest
extent possible weather permitting while maintaining health and safety protocols. In health
offices where there are no windows, the Buildings and Grounds Department will ensure that
appropriate filters are in place and are changed with proper frequency to decrease the risk of
recirculated infectious and particulate matter. A “containment” room door will be closed to the
public at all times; however, the windows may be opened for outdoor air, weather permitting,
while maintaining health and safety protocols.
o Hygiene, Cleaning, and Disinfection: The school nurse will adhere to and promote hygiene,
cleaning, and disinfection guidance of the health office beyond the routine cleaning and
disinfection that commonly occurs each day by District maintenance staff. Specifically, the health
office will have posters that reinforce and educate proper hand washing, cough and sneeze
etiquette, mask-wearing, and physical distancing. The school nurse will participate in classroom
instruction on these issues at the request of classroom teachers. The school nurse will also
maintain hygiene and disinfection within the health office by using spray disinfectant and
disposable towels on cots and chairs between student use, treatment areas, sinks, bathrooms,
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and high touch surfaces after use and whenever dirty or potentially contaminated. The school
nurse will ensure that health office staff are doing the same by assigning responsibility as
needed. Disinfection of the health office will occur after the care of a student, whenever the
office is dirty or contaminated, as well as at the end of each day. Hand washing or use of hand
sanitizer will occur before and after treatment of or interaction with any new individual,
whenever hands are dirty, after toileting, before and after eating, after using a tissue or sneezing
and coughing, after removing gloves, and at least every two hours. Because frequent hand
washing can dry skin, nurses may use hand lotion often.
o Contact Tracing and Attendance: Some health offices are required to do attendance daily. In that
case, ideally, a monitor, not the RN, may be responsible for routine daily attendance. The
monitor may collect attendance sheets rather than students walking the halls to deliver the
attendance sheets to the health office if there is not a computerized system. The RN’s role in
attendance is to direct her attention to a daily review of absences of concern, such as possible
COVID-19, influenza-like illnesses, or chronic and recurrent absences, which she will flag, track,
refer per District protocols, and report to the public health department as indicated. If an
attendance office takes daily attendance, that office will notify the school nurse of reported
cases of positive COVID-19. The nurse will notify the local public health department of positive
confirmed cases as required by law. Confidentiality is always maintained by the school health
office for all medical matters, except as required for a reportable disease to the public health
department. The school nurse, as a medical professional and the attendance officer or health
office monitor assisting with attendance as District employees, shall not redisclose that medically
confidential information to others. The nurse will notify the public health department and the
school physician if there is a detected uptick in cases or clusters of illness or more than 10% of
the student body or staff showing signs of the same illness even if testing COVID-19 negative.
o Return to School: When the school has a confirmed positive COVID-19, the school nurse will
follow the Fever/Symptoms Protocols Flowsheet kept in the health office, including the return to
school protocol. The criteria include the CDC recommendations of 3 days with no fever, and
respiratory symptoms have improved (e.g., cough, shortness of breath) and ten days since
symptoms first appeared. If an employee has close contact with a confirmed COVID-19 but is not
experiencing COVID-19 symptoms, the employee may return to work following a 14-day selfquarantine. There are instances where an asymptomatic essential or critical worker may be
allowed back for the safe operation of the District. In that situation, the school medical director
can discuss the matter with the Superintendent on a case by case basis.
o Staff: Before the COVID-19 Pandemic, school nurses typically limited care to students. This novel
virus requires flexibility. Staff may become ill during the day and require nursing intervention.
The Fever/Symptom Flowsheet is appropriate for use by the school nurse for employees in
determining when to release an individual based on an assessment of possible COVID-19 illness.
Their return to work issues, however, are more appropriately managed by the Department of
Human Resources since Federal and State regulations play a role in employee matters.
o Program Evaluation: Because of the unprecedented nature of COVID-19, the novel nature of this
disease as we learn more about it, and the extraordinary additional burdens being placed on
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school nurses and building administrators especially to monitor health conditions and contain
potential transmission of COVID-19, feedback on this Management Plan will be critical to
ensuring its success. Accordingly, school nurses will report to their nurse coordinators at the end
of each week a short survey to assist the District in understanding whether the plan is achieving
its goals. A summary of COVID-19 confirmed cases will be tallied to allow the nurse coordinator
to alert the public health department if the weekly rate of a particular school is above 9%.
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Facilities
Before Reopening
Prior to reopening the school buildings administrators will consult the most recent state and federal
guidance for school programs, including ongoing mitigation strategies, as well as prevention, support,
and communication resources. Administrators will also ensure that that appropriate inventory of
personal protective equipment (PPE), and cleaning/disinfection have been purchased. The district will
post signs on how to stop the spread of COVID-19, properly wash hands, promote everyday protective
measures, and properly wear a face covering. The district will also train all faculty and staff
(“employees”) on the precautions either remotely or in-person.
Cleaning and Disinfecting
A deep cleaning of all buildings will take place prior to students and staff being reintroduced. Regular
building cleaning and disinfecting practices will occur at the end of each workday, including routine
cleaning and disinfecting of work surfaces and areas in the work environment, including restrooms,
offices, break rooms, classrooms, and other spaces throughout each building. Daily disinfecting and
cleaning will be conducted in high-touch areas (door handles, sink handles, railings, drinking fountains,
electronics, shared objects). While most surfaces will need normal routine cleaning, including outdoor
areas, frequently touched areas will require daily disinfection as well.
Office spaces will be cleaned on second shift daily. High touch areas in office spaces will be disinfected
daily.
Toys, classroom objects, community play materials, community supplies, and physical education
equipment will be disinfected daily. If playgrounds are open, they will be disinfected daily.
Coverage hours for cleaning staff will be expanded to allow more frequent cleaning throughout the day,
including frequent cleaning and disinfection of shared objects and surfaces, as well as high transit areas,
such as restrooms and common areas.
Custodial and cleaning staff will also clean and disinfect routinely throughout the day. Custodial staff will
maintain a daily cleaning log documenting date, time, and scope of cleaning; and keep it on file at each
building.
Custodial and cleaning staff will be provided with disposable gloves and masks to perform their cleaning
and disinfecting duties.
The District will follow the hygiene and sanitization requirements from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC) and NYSDOH document “Interim Cleaning and Disinfection Guidance for Primary
and Secondary Schools for COVID-19”. Disinfecting products specifically labeled for SARS-CoV-2 have been
procured and will be used.
The District will comply with previous requirements for Lead-In-Water testing as required by NYSDOH
Regulations 67-4. Drinking fountains with bottle fillers will be used in areas where available.
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If an employee becomes ill with COVID-19, the building will be disinfected and closed for a determined
amount of time, both in accordance with CDC, Erie County Health Department, and NYSDOH
recommendations.
Buildings and Grounds staff will receive training on proper cleaning and disinfecting procedures as well as
the proper use of each product. Training will be ongoing and reinforced.
Any before and after child-care will follow the same procedures and requirements for social distancing,
face coverings and masks, as well as cleaning and disinfecting procedures.
Ventilation
The buildings and grounds staff will ensure ventilation systems operate properly and increase circulation
of outdoor air as much as possible such as by opening windows and doors, opening dampers in univents
to increase air exchange unless they pose a safety or health risk to students using the facility. Occupants
of classrooms should not cover univents as it will prevent the fresh air from entering rooms.
Hygiene
Sanitizing products will be provided and located on/near commonly shared equipment and supplies (e.g.
copiers). Prior to use of a shared piece of equipment, the employee should sanitize the parts that will be
touched. After use of a shared piece of equipment, the employee should sanitize the areas that were
touched. Employees should then practice hand-washing or hand sanitization procedures.
Buildings and grounds employees will provide and maintain hand hygiene stations for personnel,
including handwashing with soap, water, and paper towels, or an alcohol-based hand sanitizer
containing 60% or more alcohol for areas where handwashing is not feasible.
Visitors, Deliveries, Construction Contractors, and Non-Essential Employees
Visitors to the building will be limited. Limitations include employees who are not otherwise scheduled
to work on a given day. In general, the building will be considered closed for the summer with only
essential staff, any other employees assigned to work when absolutely necessary, and construction
contractors being within the building.
Visitors who buzz for entry to the building should be communicated through the buzzer system only.
Employees will ask the purpose for their visit and whether their business can be accomplished through
phone, email, or mail. If they are dropping something off, they should be advised to leave the item at
the door.
Only visitors with scheduled meetings with an employee in the building should be allowed in. Visitors
will be required to sanitize their hands upon entry to the building and wear a face covering, disposable
masks will be available for those who need one.
To the extent possible, deliveries should be made to building loading docks. Delivery people will be
required to wear a face covering if entering the building and delivery times should not exceed
approximately 15 minutes. Social distancing should be practiced.
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K-12 Child Nutrition Operation
Meal Service During Social Distancing
Teachers and other school employees will follow appropriate procedures established by the child
nutrition department for any service or eating in the cafeteria or classroom. The school lunch
manager will be notified in advance when there are any scenarios that may preclude or interrupt
meal service. Anticipated changes in meal counts due to student illnesses or other situations will
also be communicated in a timely manner.
School campuses will be closed during lunch periods and students will not be allowed to leave
school during this time. This practice will minimize potential exposure outside of the school
environment and the subsequent spread to other students after lunch.
Student Access to Meals
The District will be offering lunch and breakfast to all enrolled students during the school year,
whether students are at school or learning remotely. The school breakfast and lunch program
offers meals that meet Federal guidelines. Food allergies should be communicated with the
school nurse so that appropriate accommodations can be made regardless of meal delivery
location.
Lunch and breakfast will be available to students that will be learning remotely. Students
learning remotely can pick up meals at the Alden High School, 13190 Park Street, Alden NY
between 9:00 am to 10:00 am at the circle in front of the school. Meals will be available to all
free, reduced and full priced students. The cost for meals is:
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On Mondays, “Gold” students can pick-up meals for days they are learning remotely and “Blue”
students learning remotely can pick-up meals on either Wednesday or Thursday depending on
the weekly schedule.
You must contact Ms. Trautwein, School Lunch Manager, at (716)937-9116 ext. 4186 or email her
at atrautwein@aldenschools.org. Parents/legal guardians must indicate if your child(ren) have
any food allergies or restrictions. Parents/legal guardians must provide their child(ren)’s name,
grade and phone number. You will need to have the student’s ID number upon your call to order
and must bring it with you to pick up meals.
For all full-priced meals, students must pay for their meals on account, by cash check or online
with my school bucks. You must have money on account to access meals for pick up.
The food service program will be available to serve all students learning on campus. They will
follow the procedures for the school they attend.
Children from households that meet Federal income guidelines are eligible for free or reduced
price meals. To qualify, an approved application form for the current school year must be on file
at the District. Families MUST re-apply each year. Applications can be found on the District
website:
http://www.schoolnutritionandfitness.com/index.php?sid=1502477402434&page=lunchapps.
Safety Procedures for All Staff
o Practice proper hand washing and personal hygiene.
o Wash your hands with soap and water frequently, and where appropriate, use hand
sanitizer.
o Wash hands after touching surfaces like handles, doorknobs, writing tools, keyboards, and
touch pads.
o Single use gloves must be worn and changed frequently.
o Sanitizer will be available at all cash registers for use with touch pads.
o Wash hands before applying your face mask. Wear and remove face masks properly during
the day. Disposed of single use masks, wash, and dry face masks daily. Face Shields should
be washed, rinsed, and sanitized as they become soiled and at the end of shift.
o Practice social distancing as much as possible during the workday. Utilize face coverings
when social distancing is not possible.
o Clean and disinfect frequently touched surfaces as much as possible using properly mixed
germicidal disinfectant cleaner.
o People who are sick or feel sick must not go to work, school, or any other place where
people are gathered.
o If you feel sick; contact and follow the advice of your doctor or health care provider.
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Meal Services in the Cafeteria or Multi-Purpose Rooms
o All students must social distance (six feet of separation) while consuming meals unless
physical barriers are provided.
o Hand washing and or hand sanitizer locations will be provided and maintained, prior to or
preferably just inside the entrance to the school cafeteria or multi-purpose room dining
areas.
o Cafeteria entrance and exit doors should remain open to reduce students and staff
repeatedly touching the same doorknobs and/or handles.
o All staff responsible for monitoring students during meal service must be trained on
proper hand washing and use hand sanitizers for students and practice these procedures
themselves.
o Utilize assigned physically distanced seating in the cafeteria to ensure that all students are
clear on where to safely sit when in the cafeteria
o Any student with concerning health conditions should be seated in a designated area to
reduce their exposure to others while eating.
o There will be one way in and one way out procedures.
o Any areas where lines are necessary will have signage and floor markings to encourage
social distancing.
o There will be NO SELF-SERVICE on serving lines.
o Social distancing at vending machines will be maintained with floor markings.
o Tables, chairs and barriers will be marked and placed for social distancing with signage
provided for seating.
o Students must wear masks until they reach their seat for the purpose of eating their meal.
If they need to get up for any reason, the mask must be placed back onto their face
covering nose and mouth.
o Meal consumption will include proper hand sanitizing for students and monitors, attention
to food allergies must be followed. Staff must be trained regarding allergens and cross
contact with potential allergens. Proper hand washing must be followed when
encountering a food allergen.
o A NO FOOD SHARING policy will be implemented.
o Disposable paper, plastic or foam containers and individual utensils sets with napkins will
be used to minimize contact.
o Garbage will be placed in the hallway when eating in a multipurpose room to be picked up.
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Meal Service Delivery to the Classroom
All students must social distance (six feet of separation) while consuming meals unless physical
barriers are provided.
Food service employees, teachers, and other school employees responsible for meal service setup duties in the classroom will include proper food handling techniques and will:
o Keep food out of the temperature danger zone by storing cold food and hot items in
transporters until time of meal service. Cold foods at 41 degrees or below for a maximum
of one (1) hour from the time the food left refrigeration to the time it is returned to the
cafeteria. Hot food will be held at 135 degrees or above. This will be done from the time
it leaves the oven up to the time of service. All served food items will be discarded after
service, no leftover items will be saved.
o Check the temperature of the food carrier to ensure that the temperature suggested by
the manufacturer is reached prior to placing food into it. Properly sanitize and clean
transporter carts, and any other items returned from the classroom like pans utensils etc.
o Meals must be served as soon as possible when delivered to the classroom.
o Discard any food items served to students including packaged bakery types items, fruits
and vegetables, juice cups and milk.
o Proper handwashing and single use gloves must be worn when assembling and
distributing meals to prevent cross contamination.
o Students should wash or sanitize hands prior to meal service.
o Discard all left over food served to students.
o A NO FOOD SHARING policy will be implemented.
o Disinfecting solution will be used to wipe desks and surfaces that possibly encountered
food.
o Student food garbage will be removed from the classroom and placed in the hallway.
o Holding and serving logs will be used to monitor temperatures for heated items and cold
items will be maintained for each classroom. Corrective action must be taken whenever
the temperature was unable to be maintained.
o Please make Food Service Department aware of any students that will need the plan
written in another language spoken by families, if necessary.
o Posters will be placed in all classrooms for handwashing, personal hygiene, proper
wearing of face masks, and prevent the spread of Covid-19
Personal Hygiene, Cleaning, Sanitizing in the Classroom Before and After Meal Consumption
Before Meal Consumption:
o Areas where meals are to be eaten must be cleaned with a disinfectant and wiped down
with a clean dry towel.
o Hands should be washed prior to going to the cafeteria to pick up meals or prior to the
delivery of meals to the classroom.
o Spills and debris should be removed, and if needed, the spill surface cleaned with a presaturated towel and disposed of after use.
o Spraying cleaning solution on any dining surface while there is food present is prohibited
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by health department.
After Meal Consumption:
o All tables and eating areas must be cleaned and disinfected prior to the next group of
students arriving for meals or instruction.
o All debris and spills will be cleaned prior to spraying the tables and eating areas with
disinfectant cleaners.
o All surfaces will be wiped with clean wiping cloths or paper towels.
Trash and Trays:
o When reusable trays and plates are used, there should be a designated space or container
for placing these after use.
o As much food debris as possible should be removed into a trash container before the
reusable items are stacked.
o Liquids should not be put into trash containers. Buckets or sinks should be provided to
prevent garbage bags from leaking.
o Heavy duty trash bags should be used in the classroom for disposing of food.
Hand Washing:
o Signs with hand washing instructions should be at all hand washing stations near all food
service prep areas, and restrooms.
o Use dedicated hand washing sinks for hand washing only. Do not use food preparation,
utility or dish washing sinks for handwashing.
o Use running water, soap, hand wash for 20 seconds, rinse and dry hands with single use
paper towels only. Use waste basket to dispose of paper towel.
o Employees must wash their hands before starting work and any time you change a mask,
after using the restroom, coughing, sneezing, touching hair, face or body, handling trash,
and money.
Putting on Face Mask:
o After hand washing, put face mask on, be sure the back side is towards the face
o Handle the straps or loops only and avoid touching face or mask surfaces when putting
mask on-mask must cover nose and mouth
o Avoid touching the mask while it is on your face
o If the mask becomes soiled or contaminated, remove the mask and either discard or place
in a designated area for washing. Cloth masks/face coverings must be washed using
detergent and hung to dry or placed in the clothes dryer.
o Do not reuse disposable masks.
o Wash your hands following changing mask, using the hand sanitizing instruction above.
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Transportation
The school bus is an extension of the classroom and services will be provided to all students
with consistency and equity. Alden Central School District will: perform regular school bus disinfection
measures; train students and school bus staff regarding social distancing on the bus, at stops, and at
unloading times; and train students and staff regarding the wearing of masks. Both students and drivers
will wear masks and social distance on the bus.
Cleaning and Hygiene
o School buses will be cleaned/disinfected after A.M. and P.M. routes daily.
o High contact areas will be wiped down after every A.M. and P.M. route.
o Buses will not be equipped with hand sanitizer due to the combustible composition.
o Ventilation using windows and roof hatches will be used, weather permitting.
Bus Stops, Boarding, and Seating
o Students and parents will be instructed to maintain 6-foot distancing at bus stops
and while loading and unloading.
o The District will seat students from the rear of the bus forward to prevent students from
walking past each other. To prevent students from walking past one another, afternoon
runs should be boarded based on the order in which students will be dropped off.
(Students who get off first should board last and sit in the front.)
o Students must wear a mask on the school bus, if they are physically able.
o Students will be provided with training and refreshers on the proper use of
personal protective equipment, signs and symptoms of Covid-19, and proper use
of social distancing.
o The District will provide masks to students that do not have them.
o Students with a disability which would prevent them from wearing a mask will
not be forced to do so or denied transportation.
o To reduce the density of students on buses, no more than two students will be
assigned to each seat. Students in the same household may sit together three to
a seat.
o Social distance will be created between children on school buses where possible.
If necessary, contingency plans will be developed that reduces density on buses
by staggering runs and making multiple trips with fewer students per trip.
Employees
o Transportation staff, drivers, attendants, and mechanics shall perform self-health
assessment for symptoms of COVID-19 before arriving to work.
o All transportation employees must wear a face covering along with an optional face shield.
o Drivers and attendants with direct physical contact with a student, must wear gloves.
o Masks and gloves will be provided by the District.
o Training will be provided with periodic refreshers on proper use of personal protective
equipment, the signs and symptoms of COVID-19, and social distancing.
o Drivers and attendants will not be allowed to carry personal bottles of hand sanitizer on
the bus.
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o Hand sanitizer will be provided to all staff at the entrance doors, time clock, breakroom
and office.
Special Note
Transportation will be provided to nonpublic, parochial, private, charter schools or students
whose Individualized Education Program have placed them out of district whose schools are
meeting and conducting in-person session education when/if the District is not.
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Social Emotional Well Being
As school and district personnel adapt to environments that result in substantially less time spent
interacting in-person, ensuring intentional and meaningful inclusion of social emotional learning (SEL)
across all aspects of operating strategies is critical to support the well-being and success of students,
staff, and families. Along with physical health and well-being, schools and districts must also prioritize
social emotional well-being – not at the expense of academics, but in order to create the mental, social,
and emotional space for academic learning to occur.
Comprehensive Developmental School Counseling Program and Plan
o The district-wide and building-level comprehensive developmental school counseling
program plan, developed under the direction of certified school counselor(s), will be
reviewed, and updated to meet current needs.
o The advisory council for the comprehensive developmental school counseling program,
and the District Student Achievement Team (shared decision-making team), comprised of
families, students, members of the board of education, school building and/or
district/charter leaders, community-based service providers, teachers, certified school
counselors, and other pupil personnel service providers including school social workers
and/or school psychologists will inform ongoing plans.
Professional Development and Supports for Students and Staff
o The district will refocus supports (Ex: ESSA Title IV Funds, School Resource Officer, SEL
Classroom libraries, etc…) to address mental health, behavioral, and emotional support
services.
o Professional development opportunities for faculty and staff on how to talk with and
support students during and after the ongoing COVID-19 public health emergency will be
provided. Supports for developing coping and resilience skills for students, faculty, and
staff will be the focus.
o Supports for identifying resources and deepening coping and resilience skills for faculty
and staff will be provided through an Employee Assistance Program with resources posted
to the intranet (Ex: Jostle).
o Each school will allocate time each school day in order to conduct SEL activities including,
but not limited to Restorative Circles, Mindfulness Activities, Character Education lessons,
etc…
o Students will be screened by Pupil Personnel Services team members (Counselors, Social
Workers, Psychologists) and referred to appropriate service agencies as needed.
o Alden High School will establish a partnership agreement with a community mental health
agency in order to provide on-site counseling services with parent permission to students
in grades 9-12.
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School Schedules- Alden High School
Alden High School is prepared to facilitate the three mandatory scheduling scenarios (100% remote
learning, 100% face to face learning, and a Hybrid Model that would include 50% face to face and 50%
remote learning simultaneously). The bell schedules for these models follow with the important note
that ALL schedules are subject to change throughout the school year:
Face to Face (100% Capacity) and Hybrid (50% Capacity) Schedule
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Remote
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School Schedules- Alden Middle School
Alden Middle School is prepared to facilitate the three mandatory scheduling scenarios (100%
remote learning, 100% face to face learning, and a Hybrid Model that would include 50% face to
face and 50% remote learning simultaneously). The bell schedules for these models follow with
the important note that ALL schedules are subject to change throughout the school year:
Face to Face
o 100% Face to Face All 6th - 8th Grade Students
o Student day will be 7:45am-2:30pm.
o Teacher day will be 7:30am-3:00pm with 2:35pm-3:00pm being additional support
o Schedule (37 min periods)
Arrival: 6th- 7:40, 7th 7:45, 8th 7:50
• Homeroom/Period 1: 7:45-8:37 (Attendance by 8:00)
Travel time ½ at 8:37, ½ at 8:40
• Period 2: 8:43-9:20
Travel time ½ at 9:20, ½ at 9:23
• Period 3: 9:26-10:03
Travel time ½ at 10:03, ½ at 10:06
• Period 4: 10:09-10:46
Travel time ½ at 10:46, ½ at 10:49
• Period 5: 10:52-11:29
Travel time ½ at 11:29, ½ at 11:32
• Period 6: 11:35-12:12
Travel time ½ at 12:12, ½ at 12:15
• Period 7: 12:18-12:55
Travel time ½ at 12:55, ½ at 12:58
• Period 8: 1:01-1:38
Travel time ½ at 1:38, ½ at 1:41
• Period 9: 1:44-2:21
Announcements: 2:21-2:25
Dismissal- 8th 2:25, 7th 2:30, 6th 2:35
HyBrid
o Hybrid (50% building capacity) 6th -8th Grade Students
o Student day will be 7:45am-2:30pm.
o Teacher day will be 7:30am-3:00pm (2:35pm-3:00pm student support)
o Schedule (37 min periods)
Arrival : 6th- 7:40, 7th 7:45, 8th 7:50
• Homeroom/Period 1: 7:45-8:37 (Attendance by 8:00)
Travel time ½ at 8:37, ½ at 8:40
• Period 2: 8:43-9:20
Travel time ½ at 9:20, ½ at 9:23
• Period 3: 9:26-10:03
Travel time ½ at 10:03, ½ at 10:06
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• Period 4: 10:09-10:46
Travel time ½ at 10:46, ½ at 10:49
• Period 5: 10:52-11:29
Travel time ½ at 11:29, ½ at 11:32
• Period 6: 11:35-12:12
Travel time ½ at 12:12, ½ at 12:15
• Period 7: 12:18-12:55
Travel time ½ at 12:55, ½ at 12:58
• Period 8: 1:01-1:38
Travel time ½ at 1:38, ½ at 1:41
• Period 9: 1:44-2:21
Announcements: 2:21-2:25
Dismissal- 8th 2:25, 7th 2:30, 6th 2:35
Remote
o 100% Grades 6-8 Remote
o Student day will be 8:35am-3:25pm.
o Teacher day will be 8:00am-3:30pm with additional plan/support 8:00am-8:35am
o Schedule
Period 1: 8:35-9:37
Period 2: 9:43-10:20
Period 3: 10:26-11:03
Period 4: 11:09-11:46
Period 5: 11:52-12:29
Period 6: 12:35-1:12
Period 7: 1:18-1:55
Period 8: 2:01-2:38
Period 9: 2:44-3:21
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School Schedules- Alden Intermediate School
Alden Intermediate School is prepared to facilitate the three mandatory scheduling scenarios (100%
remote learning, 100% face to face learning, and a Hybrid Model that would include 50% face to face
and 50% remote learning simultaneously). The schedules for these models follow with the important
note that ALL schedules are subject to change throughout the school year:
Face to Face
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HyBrid

Remote
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School Schedules- Alden Primary School
Alden Primary School is prepared to facilitate the three mandatory scheduling scenarios (100% remote
learning, 100% face to face learning, and a Hybrid Model that would include 50% face to face and 50%
remote learning simultaneously). The schedules for these models follow with the important note that
ALL schedules are subject to change throughout the school year:
Face to Face
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HyBrid

Remote
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Attendance and Chronic Absenteeism
In many schools and districts across New York State, large numbers of students did not log on or
otherwise participate in online learning opportunities. The New York State Education Department and
Alden Central School District have made it a priority and agree that it is critical for schools to use a
variety of methods to reach out to students and their families. Regular school attendance and a
consistent school routine maximizes learning opportunities for students.
Attendance During Face to Face and Remote Instruction
o When students are receiving Face to Face instruction, teachers will use our student
management system to record class attendance according to the schedule.
o When students are present in remote learning, teachers will take attendance using a
variety of digital platforms to record interactions.
Methods of Outreach
School staff will reach out to families to continue to work collaboratively to support all learners.
Methods of outreach may include:
o Telephone calls
o Emails
o Learning Platforms and Apps (Ex: Remind)
o Other as established by the parent and school team
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Technology and Connectivity
The Alden Central School District believes that adequate access to a computing device and high-speed
broadband is essential for educational equity.
Computing Devices
As a part of our 1 to the World Initiative, students are assigned personal computing devices as
follows:
o High School (grades 9 –12) – all students assigned Microsoft Surface Pro
o Middle School (grades 6- 8) – all students assigned Lenovo YogaPad
o Intermediate School (grades 3 – 5) - Both 3rd & 4th grade students assigned Dell Laptops,
5th grade students are assigned Lenovo YogaPads
o Primary School (K-2) - the building has six mobile carts of iPads. In the event that we
would need to send students home for remote instruction the plan would be to re-assign
older laptops to grades 1 & 2 and have iPads for Kindergarten.
Home Internet Connectivity
Our Principals have determined the level of access all students and teachers have in their places
of residence via parent and faculty/staff surveys; to the extent practicable, address the need to
provide devices and internet access to students and teachers who currently do not have sufficient
access; and provide multiple ways for students to participate in learning and demonstrate their
mastery of the learning standards in remote and hybrid instructional models. Parents and
teachers that do not feel they have adequate access to Internet are encouraged to contact their
building principal. The District is currently exploring additional options to assist those individuals
on getting high speed internet for remote learning.
Tech Support
Alden Central Schools provides instruction on using technology and IT support for students,
teachers and families and provides professional development for teachers and leaders on
designing effective online/remote learning experiences. Members of the Technology Instruction
Support Services Team are available for phone support for faculty/staff/students. The District also
purchased TeamViewer software to allow the Technology Support Staff to log into computers at
home to provide software repair and support during the school day. For technology support
please complete an Incident IQ request on the district web site:
https://aldenschools.incidentiq.com/login.
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Teaching and Learning
Alden Central School students are entitled to a free public education as are all students in the State of
New York. As we face the unprecedented challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic, our
students must have the opportunity to feel safe, engaged, and excited about their learning, whether inperson, remote, or some combination of the two. At the heart of teaching and learning are the
relationships that students have with their peers, teachers, and school community members. Efforts are
being made to set a positive routine and welcoming environment that supports students during this
unpredictable time.
During the upcoming school year, it is of the utmost importance that individual student needs and
equity are put at the center of all learning experiences. Flexibility is essential when planning for the fall,
and schools should be prepared to shift between in-person, remote learning, and a hybrid model in a
way that is least disruptive to students.
All schools must provide 180 days of instruction each school year to their students. Instructional days
shall be counted for programs that are delivered in-person, remotely, or through a hybrid model. Each
building has a plan to maintain continuity of learning in each model (Face to Face, Hybrid, Remote) with
a focus on prioritized New York State Learning Standards and following the instructional sequence of
Input, Engagement and Building Understanding, Output, and Feedback on/Assessment of Learning. This
sequence allows for fluid shifts between the instructional models. In each instructional model there is a
schedule and routine which allows for regular, substantive interaction between teachers and students
either face to face or via technology (Ex: Zoom, MS Teams, telephone) including time for additional
support.
Alden High School

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o

Arrival & Dismissal
For face to face instruction (100% or hybrid models) teachers will arrive at 7:15 AM and students
will begin to arrive at 7:20 AM.
There will be three points of entry to our building for students. All three entry points will be
monitored by staff. Visual checks of students will be conducted. Doors T and U will be for
students riding the bus and Door B will be for walking and students who drive or are dropped off.
A controlled arrival plan will be in place for buses. The unloading of buses will be staggered to
allow for social distancing. Face coverings/masks must be worn at all times.
All students will enter the building, utilize lockers briefly to store coat and lunch, eat breakfast in
the cafeteria (socially distanced) and report to advisement.
Students should carry with them what they will need for all classes before their 3rd block lunch
period.
Locker access will be limited to arrival, lunch, and dismissal.
Dismissal from the HS will also be controlled. Announcements will be made via the PA for
sections of the building (groups of classrooms) to be dismissed according to a staggered
schedule.
Students will use their lockers briefly and then proceed to swiftly exit the building to board a bus,
etc. Face coverings/masks must be worn at all times.
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o Supervision of the halls and the parking lots will be done by school personnel.
Class Configuration
o In a hybrid model (50% building capacity daily) we will utilize two cohorts by alphabet. The Blue
Cohort will be by last name A-L (with consideration given to households with multiple last
names) and the Gold Cohort will be by last name M-Z (with consideration given to households
with multiple last names). Beyond that our schedule will be the same whether we are in person
or remote learning.
o Students will attend the classes on their schedule and move about the building as needed while
following all safety protocols and social distancing guidelines. The High School is in a 4x4 block
schedule. Students move or transition to a new classroom or area every 40 or 80 minutes (40 for
lunch / 80 for class).
o In a hybrid schedule Cohort A would attend school in-person M, T and W of week 1 and Cohort B
would attend school in-person Th and Fri. In week two Cohort A would attend in-person M and
T, while Cohort B would attend on W, Th and Fri. Each cohort would alternate in-person
attendance on Wednesdays. Over a ten day instructional period all students would have five days
of in-person contact time with teachers.
o Classrooms will be arranged to maximize social distancing. All teachers, staff members and
students will be required to wear a face covering/mask while in the classroom if they cannot
maintain a distance of 6 ft.
o Student classroom seating will be faced in the same direction.
Hall Traffic
o Masks or cloth face coverings must be worn at all times by staff, students and visitors.
o Single line flow when passing in halls (same as on road, stay to the right).
o No congregating in halls at lockers. Teachers will be in halls to monitor.
o Signage on walls/floor to identify flow for traffic. Also signs for social distance and masks worn.
o Controlled/staggered class dismissals will allow for lower density in the halls during passing time.
Lockers
o Students will be allowed to use lockers 4x throughout the day.
o Arrival- drop coat/lunch and get materials needed for AM classes
o Before Lunch
o After lunch
o Dismissal- Get items needed for home
o Students will take bag from class to class to limit need to go to locker.
o Times at locker will be staggered. No congregating with peers, will be monitored by teachers.
Stairwell
o One-way directions for stairwells.
o No congregating.
o Signage on walls stating direction, social distance, and mask wearing.
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Shared Spaces
o Classroom
o Desks will be facing forward.
o Masks will be worn unless students are 6ft apart.
o Classroom doors will remain open when possible.
o Limit items in room to student desks/tables and teacher desk.
o Hand sanitizer station in each classroom, except where prohibited.
o Signage on door to wear mask, social distance and hand sanitize.
o Bathroom
o Limit of 2 people per time in restrooms.
o Monitor bathroom use during passing time.
o Signage on door and wall: Limit of 2 people sign, social distance, mask wearing, and
washing of hand signage on door and walls.
o Café/Library/Auditorium
o Cafeteria will have protective barriers in place so that students can remove masks to eat
breakfast and lunch.
o Hand sanitizing stations.
o Wear mask when in motion, social distance and hand washing signage on walls.
o 6ft apart stickers on floor for lunch line.
o Stagger dismissal of students.
o Cleaning of tables, high touch space by custodian and lunch staff.
o In Library seating will be limited to one table per student.
o Use of library will be by permission of the LMS.
o All social distancing and face covering/mask guidelines will be in place.
o No food or drink in the library.
o The auditorium may be used as an instructional space for music and possibly for study
hall overflow.
o All social distancing/face covering guidelines will apply in the auditorium.
o All specific guidelines for music education will be followed.
o No large group assemblies will take place until further notice.
o Student Pick-Up and Early Release
o Students will follow standard protocols for signing in or out in attendance for pick up, late
arrival or early dismissal at the same time following all guidelines for social distancing and
face coverings/masks.
Alden Middle School
Class Configurations Full Capacity 100% of Students Grades 6-8 Present Face to Face
o 6th and 7th grade Cohort groups (homeroom).
o Students will get classes with their cohort group as much as possible.
o Core teachers will travel.
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o
o
o
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o

o
o
o
o
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o

8th grade students will travel to all classes.
All instruction will be face to face. Recommend possibly having flipped classroom approach.
Students will leave class for Exploratory, PE, Math Lab, AIS, Band/Chorus.
Students will remain with cohort when possible.
Class Configurations Hybrid 6-8 grade (Hybrid Model is 50% of the building capacity)
Students will be split into 2 cohort groups (Blue A-L, Gold M-Z. Consideration will be given for
students in same household).
Cohorts will rotate when they are present in class. # of days will alternate per week.
Week 1 Blue Mon-Wed and Gold Thur-Fri.
Week 2 Blue Mon- Tues and Gold Wed-Fri.
Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is in person or remote.
Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with classes.
Learning platforms used will be Schoology, OneNote, Flipgrid, Teams, etc.
Flipped Classroom approach.
Teacher will provide students with direct instruction asynchronously via video, PowerPoint,
Flipgrid etc.
Students will be responsible to view this instruction the day before attending class. Possibly have
students come prepared with questions or guided notes on lesson.
While in class (either face to face or remote) students will work on assignments related to the
lesson. Teachers will support, reteach, provide additional recourses to students during this class
time.
All assignments will be turned in via Schoology and grades entered into PowerSchool
Learning when remote:
o Students will follow their class schedule each day.
o Students will check in with the teacher via TEAM/ Zoom during the class for attendance.
o During class time students will work on any assignments/projects that are related to the
instruction/video they viewed.
o Teachers will provide any support or reteaching of lesson via TEAM during this class time.
Learning when in person:
o Attendance will be taken during the class period.
o Students will work on any assignments/projects that are aligned to the instruction/video
during class time.
o Teachers will provide any support or reteaching of lesson during this class time.
Class Configurations 100% Remote Grades 6-8
Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is in person or remote.
Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with classes.
Learning platforms used will be Schoology, OneNote, Flipgrid, Teams, etc.
Flipped Classroom approach.
Teacher will provide students with direct instruction asynchronously via video, PowerPoint,
Flipgrid, etc.
Students will be responsible to view this instruction the day before attending class. Possibly have
students come prepared with questions or guided notes on lesson.
While in class (either face to face or remote) students will work on assignments related to the
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lesson. Teachers will support, reteach, provide additional recourses to students during this class
time.
o All assignments will be turned in via Schoology and grades inputted into PowerSchool.
o Learning when remote:
o Students will follow their class schedule each day.
o Students will check in with the teacher via TEAM during the class period for attendance.
o During class time students will work on any assignments/projects that are related to the
instruction/video they viewed.
o Teachers will provide any support or reteaching of lesson via TEAM/Zoom during this
class time.
Alden Intermediate School
Full (100%) Capacity – All Students Present
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

All instruction is delivered via face-to-face model.
Students will remain in classroom cohorts for each part of the day.
Students will travel with their class for lunch, special areas, AIS, etc.
Staggered schedules will be implemented to reduce hallway traffic
Hybrid Model - 50% Building Capacity
Students will be split into 2 cohort groups (Blue A-L, Gold M-Z; consideration will be given for
students in same household).
Instruction will be delivered face-to-face and through virtual platforms.
Cohorts will rotate when they are present in the building.
Week 1 – Blue: Mon-Wed and Gold: Thu-Fri.
Week 2 – Blue: Mon-Tues and Gold: Wed-Fri.
Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is in person or remote.
Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with all students, including those who are
learning at home (Zoom/Teams – Attendance for those who are home).
Learning platforms used will be Schoology, Zoom, Seesaw, Teams, and Nearpod.
Students who are learning at home will continue working on assigned topics when they are not
physically present in class. Digital learning tools such as Lexia (reading) and IXL (math) will
provide daily practice opportunities for students. Teachers will monitor student progress.
100% Remote Instruction
All instruction will be delivered virtually.
Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is remote.
Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with all students while they are learning at home
(Zoom/Teams). Students will be required to participate daily for attendance purposes.
Primary learning platforms will include Schoology, Zoom, Seesaw, YouTube, Teams, and Nearpod.
Teachers will design daily, asynchronous learning opportunities for students via videos, web links,
etc.
Digital learning tools such as Lexia (reading) and IXL (math) will provide daily practice
opportunities for students. Teachers will monitor student progress.
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o Lessons from special areas and Academic Intervention Services will be delivered virtually.
o Students will be provided with opportunities for feedback and reteaching.
o Assessments will be conducted virtually. Digital tools such as Socrative, Seesaw, and Quizizz will
be utilized to collect student work.
Alden Primary School
Full (100%) Capacity – All Students Present
o
o
o
o

All instruction is delivered via face-to-face model.
K-2 students will remain in classroom cohorts for each part of the day.
Students will travel with their class for lunch, special areas, AIS, etc.
Staggered schedules will be implemented to reduce hallway traffic.
Hybrid Model - 50% Building Capacity

o Students will be split into 2 cohort groups (Blue A-L, Gold M-Z; consideration will be given for
students in same household).
o Instruction will be delivered face-to-face and through virtual platforms.
o Cohorts will rotate when they are present in the building.
o Week 1 – Blue: Mon-Wed and Gold: Thu-Fri.
o Week 2 – Blue: Mon-Tues and Gold: Wed-Fri.
o Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is in person or remote.
o Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with all students, including those who are
learning at home (Zoom/Teams – Attendance for those who are home).
o Learning platforms used will be Schoology, Zoom, Seesaw, Teams, and Nearpod.
o Students who are learning at home will continue working on assigned topics when they are not
physically present in class. Digital learning tools such as Lexia (reading) and IXL (math) will
provide daily practice opportunities for students. Teachers will monitor student progress.
100% Remote Instruction
o All instruction will be delivered virtually.
o Teachers will maintain continuity of learning when learning is remote.
o Teachers will have substantive daily interaction with all students while they are learning at home
(Zoom/Teams). Students will be required to participate daily for attendance purposes.
o Primary learning platforms will include Schoology, Zoom, Seesaw, YouTube, Teams, and Nearpod.
o Teachers will design daily, asynchronous learning opportunities for students via videos, web links,
etc.
o Digital learning tools such as Lexia (reading) and IXL (math) will provide daily practice
opportunities for students. Teachers will monitor student progress.
o Lessons from special areas and Academic Intervention Services will be delivered virtually.
o Students will be provided with opportunities for feedback and reteaching.
o Assessments will be conducted virtually. Digital tools such as Socrative, Seesaw, and Quizizz will
be utilized to collect student work.
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Special Education
In accordance with the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), each student with a disability
has unique needs and it is the purpose of the education system to ensure every student has access to
their grade-level standards and makes progress in their free, appropriate public education (FAPE) . The
IEP is the roadmap for each student with a disability, and in these challenging and evolving times
including COVID-19 restrictions, it is critical that the IEP team meets and works with the family to
determine what is working for each student in distance learning as well as what accommodations and
modality of learning allows access. As always, communication in the predominant language or mode of
communication of the family will be a priority.
During periods of remote or hybrid instruction, Alden Central School District will maintain individualized
records of service for non-face to face services provided through the Alden CSD- COVID 19 Instructional
Tracking Log (see below). This information will be shared with parents at appropriate progress note
periods throughout the school year should remote or hybrid instruction occur.

The Committee on Special Education (CSE) and Committee on Preschool Special Education (CPSE) will
maintain clear communication with agencies and providers so that adjustments may be made to
accommodate needs. Accommodations, including testing and instructional materials modifications,
assistive technology to meet the unique needs of individual learners will be considered at each CSE and
CPSE meeting.
Teachers and teacher aides need to wear facial coverings at all times when working with students who
are unable to wear face coverings for medical, behavioral, or programmatic reasons. Some teachers may
need face coverings that have a clear opening in order to see their mouth during instruction. If teachers
are scheduled to work with students who are excused from wearing a mask due to medical issues, they
will be provided with additional PPE (Ex: a face shield) in addition to face coverings.
Physical Distancing
o Establish any necessary flexibilities for specific students-with-disabilities populations such as
preschool-age, students with extensive support needs, behavioral challenges, etc.
o Establish flexibilities and plan for how to implement physical distancing given lack of space and
facility limitations, particularly for children who will struggle with maintaining physical distancing.
o Address potential issues from physical distancing rules that could result in unintended
segregation of students on campuses away from peers without disabilities.
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o Plan for maintaining access to peers without disabilities and ensure that students remain in the
least restrictive environment.
o Determine how the school will provide related services in instructional models while staying
physically distant.
o Discuss how school staff and providers will conduct assessments while practicing physical
distancing.
Planning for Students who are Medically Fragile and/or Immune Compromised
o Staff will honor physical distancing recommendations where practicable, yet meet student
medical, personal, or support needs. In cases where it is not practicable to maintain physical
distancing, additional PPE (Ex: face shields, gloves) will be provided.
o Each building will address space and facilities in order to maintain the health and safety of
students and staff, especially when tending to individual student medical or personal needs.
o Build in flexibilities to keep students connected and included in the class and school.
o Determine any special or unique needs for students with disabilities related to planned district or
schoolwide procedures and protocols related to the following:
o Daily health screening and temperature checks
o Restroom use as well as diapering and toileting
o Paths of travel
o Use of campuses for individualized program needs (Ex: Career Development)
o Cleaning and disinfecting
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English as a New Language
Alden CSD has aligned practices to the Blueprint for English language learner/Multilingual learner
(ELL/MLL) Success and will complete the ELL identification process within 30 school days of the start of
the school year for all students who may have enrolled during COVID-19 school closures in 2019-20, as
well as all students who enroll during summer of 2020 and during the first 20 school days of the 2020-21
school year. After this 20-day flexibility period, identification of ELLs will resume for all students within
required 10 school days of initial enrollment as required by Commissioner’s Regulations Part 154.
Provision of required instructional Units of Study will be provided to all ELLs based on their most
recently measured English language proficiency level during in-person or hybrid instruction.
Alden CSD teachers and staff will:
• Maintain regular communication with the parents/guardians and other family members
of ELLs to ensure that they are engaged in their children’s education during the reopening
process
• Provide all communications for parents/guardians of ELLs in their preferred language and
mode of communication teachers and administrators receive professional learning on
topics related to use of technology and hybrid or remote learning strategies in topics
related to ELLs.
• Collaborate for the delivery of ESL Services in either remote and hybrid learning.
• Continue to provide appropriate instruction and support to all students with English
language acquisition needs. In a 100% Remote Learning model, Alden CSD will strive to
provide remote ELL services to the greatest extent possible, including targeted and
scaffolded instruction and support.
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Teacher and Principal Evaluation
Consistent with research and best practices, the New York State Education Department and Alden
Central School District believes that well-designed and implemented teacher and principal observation
and feedback (“Annual Professional Performance Review”; “APPR”) are an important tool to help
support professional growth and development. Alden CSD will face any challenges in evaluating and
supporting professional staff by working collaboratively to determine quality solutions.
Requirements
• Pursuant to Education Law 3012-d, each school district and BOCES must fully implement its
currently approved APPR plans in each school year.
• Each educator’s evaluation must include at least one required student performance measure
(SLOs for teachers; SLOs or an input model for principals).
• Alden CSD will review the current system for developing and implementing student performance
measures and observing professionals as needed and will submit required changes to NYSED for
approval.
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Substitute and Incidental Teaching
Substitute Teaching
Substitute teachers are an important resource for schools and during the COVID-19 having a pool
of substitute teachers is essential.
During the 2020-2021 school year, due to the COVID-19 crisis, substitute teachers who
do not hold a valid teaching certificate and are not working towards certification, but hold
a high school diploma or its equivalent, may be employed by the school district or BOCES
beyond the 40-day limit, for up to an additional 50 days (90 days total in a school year),
if:
o the district superintendent (for BOCES’s and districts that are a component district of a
BOCES) or the superintendent (for school districts that are not a component district of a
BOCES) certifies that the district or BOCES, as applicable, has:
• conducted a good faith recruitment search for a properly certified candidate
• and there are no available certified teachers that can perform the duties of such
position.
Incidental Teaching
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, a superintendent of schools may assign certified
teachers to teach a subject not covered by their certificate (incidental teaching) for a
period not to exceed ten classroom hours a week during the 2020-2021 school year,
when no certified or qualified teacher is available after extensive and documented
recruitment. BOCES review and approve the requests for incidental teaching.
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Appendix A- Resources and References
New York State Department of Health Guidance Memo July 13, 2020
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/Pre-K_to_Grade_12_Schools_MasterGuidence.pdf

Reopening New York Checklist for Pre-K to Grade 12 School Reopening Plans
https://www.governor.ny.gov/sites/governor.ny.gov/files/atoms/files/P12_Checklist.pdf

Recovering, Rebuilding, and Renewing: The Spirit of New York’s Schools
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/reopening-schools/nys-p12-school-reopening-guidance.pdf

Blueprint for English Language Learners
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/nys-blueprint-for-ell-success.pdf

School Reopening FAQs
http://www.nysed.gov/common/nysed/files/programs/reopening-schools/school-reopening-faq.pdf

Centers for Disease Control
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/index.html
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Appendix B- Glossary of Terms by Topic
Bilingual and World Languages
o Bilingual Education Program (BE): A research-based educational program comprised of the
following instructional components: 1) Language Arts, which includes Home and English
Language Arts; 2) English as a New Language; and 3) Bilingual content areas.
o Emergent Multilingual Learner (EMLL): Students who are identified by the Emergent
Multilingual Learner Profile Process as prekindergarten students whose home or primary
language is other than English. The English language proficiency of prekindergarten
students is not assessed, and therefore EMLLs may or may not be identified as ELLs when
the ELL identification process is conducted in kindergarten.
o English As a New Language (ENL) Program: A research-based English language
development program comprised of two components: 1) Integrated ENL: Students receive
core content area and English language development instruction including home language
supports and appropriate ELL scaffolds; and 2) Stand-alone ENL: Students receive English
language development instruction taught by a New York State certified English for
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) teacher in order to acquire the English language
needed for success in core content areas.
o English Language Learner: A student who, by foreign birth or ancestry, speaks or
understands a language other than English and who scores below a NYS designated level
of proficiency on the NYSITELL or the NYSESLAT. The federal Every Student Succeeds Act
(ESSA) refers to ELLs as “English Learners,” and ELLs are also sometimes referred to as
Emergent Bilinguals or Dual Language Learners.
o Former ELL: Once an ELL has reached the Commanding level of English language
proficiency, that student is designated as a Former ELL and is entitled to receive two years
of Former ELL services in the form of a ½ unit of Integrated ENL or other services as
approved by the Commissioner.
o Multilingual Learner: All students who speak or are learning one or more language(s) other
than English, including: 1) current ELLs, 2) students who were once ELLs but have exited
out ELL status, 3) students who were never ELLs but are heritage speakers of a language
other than English, and 4) World Languages students.
o Multilingual Literacy SIFE Screener (MLS): A state-wide diagnostic tool that was created to
determine SIFEs’ literacy levels in their home language in order to provide or to design
appropriate instruction for SIFE.
o New York State English As a Second Language Achievement Test (NYSESLAT): The New
York State English As a Second Language Achievement Test is an assessment designed to
annually assess the English language proficiency of all ELLs enrolled in grades kindergarten
through 12th grade.
o New York State English As a Second Language Identification Test for English Language
Learners (NYSITELL): An assessment that is administered once during the ELL identification
process (or during reentry after an absence of two or more years from NYS schools). It is
designed to determine if a student is an ELL at the time of the student’s enrollment in the
NYS public school system.
o Students with Inconsistent or Interrupted Formal Education (SIFE): ELLs who have
attended schools in the U.S. for less than twelve months and who, upon initial enrollment
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in schools are two or more years below grade level in literacy in their home language
and/or two or more years below grade level in math due to inconsistent or interrupted
schooling prior to arrival in the U.S. (NYSED is currently pursuing regulatory flexibility in
order that time spent in remote learning during COVID-19 closures do not count toward
the twelve months of enrollment at the time of SIFE identification).
o World Languages: Languages other than English, which are broken down into two
categories: modern languages and classical languages. Modern languages include any
language that has living, native speakers, such as Romance Languages (Spanish, French,
Italian, Portuguese, etc.), Germanic languages (German, etc.), Asian languages (Chinese,
Japanese, Korean, etc.), Indigenous languages (Mohawk, Seneca, Oneida, etc.), American
Sign Language, and many more. Modern languages are contrasted with classical languages,
which no longer have living, native speakers such as Latin, ancient Greek, ancient Hebrew,
and others from earlier time periods in human history.
Health and Safety
o Aerosol Generating Procedures: Procedures performed on patients which are more likely
to generate higher concentrations of infectious respiratory aerosols than coughing,
sneezing, talking, or breathing
o Cleaning: The removal of germs, dirt, and impurities from surfaces. Cleaning does not kill
germs, but by removing them, it lowers their numbers and the risk of spreading infection
o Cloth Face Covering: Masks made from fabric, preferably tightly woven cotton. Cloth
masks should include multiple layers of fabric.
o Disinfection: A process using chemicals to kill germs on surfaces. This process does not
necessarily clean dirty surfaces or remove germs, but by killing germs on a surface after
cleaning, it can further lower the risk of spreading infection.
o Fit Testing: A process in which all people who are required to wear negative-pressure
respirators are examined and interviewed to determine which mask best conforms to their
facial features; a rigorous protocol in which the tester challenges the face-to-facepiece
seal with a chemical agent.
o Hand Hygiene: Hand washing with soap and water or alcohol-based hand sanitizer
o Metered Dose Inhaler (MDI): A device that sprays a pre-set amount of aerosolized
medicine through the mouth to the airways.
o *N95 mask: A type of respirator, an N95 mask offers more protection than a surgical mask
does because it can filter out both large and small particles when the wearer inhales. As
the name indicates, the mask is designed to block 95% of very small particles. *Some N95
masks, and even some cloth masks, have one-way valves that make them easier to
breathe through. But because the valve releases unfiltered air when the wearer breathes
out, this type of mask doesn’t prevent the wearer from spreading the virus
o Nebulizer: An air compressor machine when used with a nebulizer cup, tubing, and
mouthpiece or face mask delivers aerosolized medicine to the airways in a fine, steady
mist.
o Peak Flow Meter: An asthma management device used to measure a person’s ability to
push air out of the lungs.
o Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Wearable equipment that is designed to protect
from exposure to or contact with infectious agents. PPE that is appropriate for various
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o

o
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o

o

o

types of patient interactions and effectively covers personal clothing and skin likely to be
soiled with blood, saliva, or other potentially infectious materials (OPIM) should be
available. These include gloves, face masks, protective eye wear, face shields, and
protective clothing (e.g., reusable or disposable gown, jacket, laboratory coat).
Respiratory Hygiene: Cough etiquette infection prevention measures designed to limit the
transmission of respiratory pathogens spread by droplet or airborne routes. Apply to
anyone with signs of illness including cough, congestion, runny nose, or increased
production of respiratory secretions.
Spacer: A device that attaches to the mouthpiece of a quick-relief inhaler to create space
between the mouth and the MDI. The space created helps the medicine break into smaller
droplets allowing the asthma medication to move easier and deeper into the lungs of the
student when he/she breathes in the quick-relief or controller medicine formulated in an
MDI.
Standard Precautions: A group of infection prevention practices that apply to all patients
and residents, regardless of suspected or confirmed infection status, in any setting in
which healthcare is delivered and include: hand hygiene; use of gloves, gown, mask, eye
protection, or face shield, depending on the anticipated exposure; respiratory
hygiene/cough etiquette, safe injection practices, and use of masks. Standard Precautions
combine the major features of Universal Precautions and Body Substance Isolation and are
based on the principle that all blood, body fluids, secretions, excretions except sweat, nonintact skin, and mucous membranes may contain transmissible infectious agents.
Surgical Mask: Also called a medical mask, a surgical mask is a loose-fitting disposable
mask that protects the wearer’s nose and mouth from contact with droplets, splashes and
sprays that may contain germs. A surgical mask also filters out large particles in the air.
Transmission Precautions: When Standard Precautions alone cannot prevent transmission,
they are supplemented with Transmission-Based Precautions. This second tier of infection
prevention is used when patients have diseases that can spread through contact, droplet
or airborne routes (e.g., skin contact, sneezing, coughing) and are always used in addition
to Standard Precautions.
Valved Holding Chamber: A type of spacer that has a one-way valve at the mouthpiece. A
VHC also traps and holds the medicine giving more time for the student to take a slow,
deep breath reducing the amount that settles in the mouth and throat.

Social Emotional Learning
o Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs): Potentially traumatic events that occur in
childhood (0-17 years).
o Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS): An evidence-based approach to comprehensive
program delivery that addresses academic and behavioral challenges including proactive
activities for all students (universal interventions), targeted activities for students
identified at-risk (secondary interventions) and intensive activities for students identified
at high risk (tertiary interventions).
o Pupil Personnel Services (PPS): Staff which includes school counselors, school social
workers, school psychologists, mental health counselors and school nurses.
o Restorative Practices: Processes and approaches designed to build community and
meaningful relationships, develop shared values, help students better understand their
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behavior, how it impacts themselves and others, and ultimately to use that self- and social
awareness to repair damage caused to relationships as a result of inappropriate behavior.
o Social Emotional Learning (SEL): The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL) defines SEL as, “the process through which children and adults
understand and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy
for others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible decisions.”
o Restorative Practices: Processes and approaches designed to build community and
meaningful relationships, develop shared values, help students better understand their
behavior, how it impacts themselves and others, and ultimately to use that self- and social
awareness to repair damage caused to relationships as a result of inappropriate behavior.
o Trauma-Responsive Practices: Practices that help shift negative reactions to inappropriate
student behavior to thoughtful responses that consider the root causes of behavior and
help to support individual student needs to address those causes.
Special Education
o Annual Review: An evaluation, conducted at least annually by the committee on preschool
special education (CPSE)/committee on special education (CSE), of the status of each
student with a disability and each student thought to have a disability who resides within
the school district for the purpose of recommending the continuation, modification or
termination of the provision of special education programs and services for the student to
the board of education.
o Assistive Technology Devices: Any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether
acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized, that is used to increase,
maintain, or improve the functional capabilities of a student with a disability. Such term
does not include a medical device that is surgically implanted or the replacement of a
surgically implanted device.
o Assistive Technology Service: Any service that directly assists a student with a disability in
the selection, acquisition, or use of an assistive technology device.
o Child Find: A process which requires all school districts to identify, locate and evaluate all
students with disabilities, including students with disabilities who are homeless or wards
of the State, regardless of the severity of their disability and who are in need of special
education and related services.
o Committee on Preschool Education (CPSE)/Committee on Special Education (CSE): A
multidisciplinary team established in accordance with the provisions of Education Law that
determines a student’s special education needs and services. The CPSE is responsible for
children with disabilities ages 3-5. The CSE is responsible for children with disabilities ages
5-21.
o Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE): Special education programs and related services
that are provided at public expense, under public supervision and direction, and without
charge to the parent, and are provided in conformity with an individualized education
program.
o Individualized Education Program (IEP): A written statement for a student with a disability
that is developed, reviewed and revised by a CSE, Subcommittee on Special Education or
CPSE to meet the unique educational needs of a student with a disability.
o Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA): The IDEA is a federal law that provides
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o

o

o

o

o

o

students with disabilities the right to receive a free appropriate public education in the
least restrictive environment from age 3 through the end of the school year in which the
student turns 21 years or graduates with a high school diploma.
Initial Evaluation: Any procedures, tests or assessments used selectively with an individual
student, including a physical examination, an individual psychological evaluation, except
where a school psychologist has determined that a psychological evaluation is unnecessary
to evaluate a student of school age, a social history and other appropriate assessments or
evaluations as may be necessary to determine whether a student has a disability and the
extent of his/her special education needs, but does not include basic tests administered
to, or procedures used with, all students in a school grade or class.
Least Restrictive Environment (LRE): Placement of students with disabilities in special
classes, separate schools or other removal from the regular educational environment
occurs only when the nature or severity of the disability is such that, even with the use of
supplementary aids and services, education cannot be satisfactorily achieved.
Reevaluation: The evaluation procedures that are conducted at least once every three
years, except where the school district and the parent agree in writing that such
reevaluation is unnecessary to review the student’s need for special education programs
and services and to revise the IEP, as appropriate. A reevaluation may also occur when
conditions warrant or when requested by a parent or teacher.
Special class: A class consisting of students with disabilities who have been grouped
together because of similar individual needs for the purpose of being provided specially
designed instruction.
Supplementary Aids and Services and/or Program Modifications: Aids, services and other
supports that are provided in general education classes or other education-related settings
to enable students with disabilities to be educated with nondisabled students to the
maximum extent appropriate in the least restrictive environment.
Telepractice: Although not specifically defined in Part 200 of the Regulations of the
Commissioner of Education, the NYSED Office of the Professions defines telepractice as
the provision of professional service over geographical distances by means of modern
telecommunications technology. This methodology engages audio and/or video
technology to connect providers with students, parents or other caregivers in ways that
support the student’s learning and development.

Teaching and Learning
o Academic Intervention Services: Additional instruction which supplements the instruction
provided in the general curriculum and assists students in meeting the State learning
standards; services may include guidance, counseling, attendance, and study skills which
are needed to support improved academic performance.
o Device: A computing device, such as a laptop, desktop, Chromebook, iPad, or full-size
tablet. Phones and mini tablets are not sufficient devices for learning purposes.
o Equivalent : At least 180 minutes of instructional time for instruction delivered in a
traditional face to face model, or a comparable amount of time for instructional
experiences, taken as a whole when the student is engaged in standards-based learning
under the guidance and direction of an appropriately certified teacher, for instruction
delivered in an online or blended model.
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o Hybrid (blended) model: A combination of in-person and remote learning. In-person
instruction: Instruction that takes place with students in attendance at the school building.
o Remote learning: Instruction that takes place outside of the school building while the
students are not in attendance at the school.
o Unit of Credit: The mastery of the learning outcomes set forth in a New York Statedeveloped or locally developed syllabus for a given high school subject, after a student has
had the opportunity to complete a unit of study in the given subject matter area.
o Unit of Study: means at least 180 minutes of instruction per week throughout the school
year, or the equivalent. Equivalent shall mean at least 180 minutes of instructional time for
instruction delivered in a traditional face to face model or through alternative instructional
experiences, including but not limited to through digital technology or blended learning,
that represents standards-based learning under the guidance and direction of an
appropriately certified teacher. Instructional experiences shall include, but not be limited
to: meaningful and frequent interaction with an appropriately certified teacher; academic
and other supports designed to meet the needs of the individual student and instructional
content that reflects consistent academic expectations as in-person instruction. Any
alternative instructional experience must include meaningful feedback on student
assignments and methods of tracking student engagement.
o All the Time access is a reference to the National Educational Technology Plan, which
states the expectation that technology-enabled learning should be available for all
students, everywhere, all the time (NETP 2017).
o Sufficient access to the internet means that the student or teacher does not regularly
experience issues (slowdowns, buffering, disconnections, unreliable connection, etc.)
while participating in required or assigned instruction and learning activities.
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Appendix C- Signage
Post at All Entrances

Post in Offices and Throughout Buildings
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Post Throughout Buildings

Post at All Sinks and Bathrooms
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Appendix D- Education/Training Videos and Resources
Topic

Information

Video/Resource Link

•
Face coverings/masks are required on the bus, in hallways and
common areas, and when 6ft of physical/social distancing is not possible:
• Wash your hands before putting on your face covering.
• Wear your face covering over your chin, mouth, and nose.
• Put your face covering on and take your face covering off by using
the elastic or the ties.
• Place soiled/used face covering in the trash if disposable or in the
laundry if washable cloth.
• Wash dirty masks each day.

Here is a poster from the CDC
about Safely Using Cloth Face
Coverings

Hand Washing

Proper hand washing prevents the spread of germs.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds
especially after you have been in a public place, or after blowing
your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that
contains at least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and
rub them together until they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.

Here is a link to a CDC video
illustrating proper hand washing

Hygiene

Preventing the spread of germs is a job for everyone:
• Sneeze and cough into your elbow.
• Use a tissue.
• Wash your hands.

Here is a link to a video about
hand washing and general
hygiene from Cincinnati
Children’s Healthcare

Safe Use of Face
Coverings

Here is a video about wearing
face coverings and masks from
Cincinnati Children’s Healthcare

Here is a link to a video about
handwashing and general
hygiene from the CDC

Social/Physical
Distancing to Stop
the Spread

Symptom Checker

•
Knowing how COVID-19 is thought to spread can help contain
the spread:
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.
• Between people who are in close contact with one another.
• Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person
coughs, sneezes or talks.
• These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are
nearby or possibly be inhaled into the lungs.
• Some studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by
people who are not showing symptoms.
•
People with COVID-19 have had a wide range of symptoms
reported – ranging from mild symptoms to severe illness. Symptoms may
appear 2-14 days after exposure to the virus. People with these
symptoms may have COVID-19:
• Fever or chills
• Cough
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing

Here is link to a poster from the
CDC about reducing the spread
of COVID-19
Here is a link to a Sesame

Street video about social or
physical distancing
Here is a link to a CDC video
about social or physical

distancing

Here is link to the CDC
Symptom Self Checker
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fatigue
Muscle or body aches
Headache
New loss of taste or smell
Sore throat
Congestion or runny nose
Nausea or vomiting
Diarrhea
In children, rashes can occur
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Appendix E- Hybrid Model Blue and Gold Day Calendar 2020-2021
First Semester-September - January
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Second Semester- February - June
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Appendix F- Alden CSD Daily Home Health Screening
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Appendix G- Fever/Symptom Flow Sheet for School Nurses and Building
Administrators
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Appendix H- COVID Points of Contact
COVID Resource Leader and Safety Coordinator
Tiffany Resetarits (716) 937-9116 ext. 3118
Superintendent of Schools
Adam Stoltman (716) 937-9116 ext. 4171
School Business Administrator
Paul Karpik (716) 937-9116 ext. 4176
Director of Informational and Instructional Technology
Frank Rizzo (716) 937-9116 ext. 4240
Director of Student and Staff Learning
Sharon Hance (716) 937-9116 ext. 4156
Director of Buildings and Grounds
Bob McCormick (716) 937-9116 ext. 4503
Director of Transportation
Debbie Hoffman (716) 937-9116 ext. 4500
Director of Food Services
Anita Trautwein (716) 937-9116 ext. 4186
School Building Principals
Alden High School- Kevin Ryan (716) 937-9116 ext. 4191
Alden Middle School- Steve Smith (716) 937-9116 ext. 2191
Alden Intermediate School- John Mikulski (716) 937-9116 ext. 3191
Alden Primary School- Michael Stepnick (716) 937-9116 ext. 6191
School Nurses
Alden High School- Jennifer LaGrou (716) 937-9116 ext. 4196
Alden Middle/Intermediate School- Tiffany Resetarits (716) 937-9116 ext. 3118
Alden Primary School- TBD (716) 937-9116 ext. 6137
Technology Support
Complete Incident IQ on the ACSD Webpage:
https://aldenschools.incidentiq.com/login
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